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"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general
encyclopedia for all ages, featuring sections on how
to use World Book, other research aids,
pronunciation key, a student guide to better writing,
speaking, and research skills, and comprehensive
index"-Played on frozen ponds in cold northern lands,
hockey seemed an especially unlikely game to gain a
global following. But from its beginnings in the
nineteenth century, the sport has drawn from
different cultures and crossed boundaries--between
Canada and the United States, across the Atlantic,
and among different regions of Europe. It has been a
political flashpoint within countries and
internationally. And it has given rise to far-reaching
cultural changes and firmly held traditions. The
Fastest Game in the World is a global history of a
global sport, drawing upon research conducted
around the world in a variety of languages. From
Canadian prairies to Swiss mountain resorts, Soviet
housing blocks to American suburbs, Bruce Berglund
takes readers on an international tour, seamlessly
weaving in hockey's local, national, and international
trends. Written in a lively style with wide-ranging
breadth and attention to telling detail, The Fastest
Game in the World will thrill both the lifelong fan and
anyone who is curious about how games intertwine
with politics, economics, and culture.
Hockey Card Stories reveals what was really going on
in your favourite old hockey cards through the eyes of
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the players depicted on them. Some of the cards are
definitely worth a few bucks, some a few cents - but
every story told here is priceless. Sportsnet's Ken
Reid presents the cards you loved and the airbrushed
monstrosities that made you howl, the cards that
have been packed away in boxes forever, and others
you can't believe ever existed. Whether it's a case of
mistaken identity or simply a great old photo, a
fantastic 1970s haircut and 'stache, a wicked
awesome goalie mask or a future Hall of Famer's offseason fashion sense, a wide variety of players - from
superstars like Bobby Orr, Denis Potvin, and Phil
Esposito to the likes of Bill Armstrong who played
only one game in the NHL - chime in on one of their
most famous cards.
After more than 80 years, the O-Pee-Chee hockey
card - originated in London - is the most enduring
and endearing brand in the hockey collector's
marketplace. With stops and starts in the 1930s and
early 1940s, then a continuous five-decade run
starting in the 1950s, O-Pee-Chee deeply established
themselves as the annual collecting favourite of every
young Canadian hockey fan. The O-Pee-Chee Hockey
Card Story collects just a few of the best memories
from O-Pee-Chee's NHL legacy, a legacy that
continues to grow with the start of every new hockey
season.
Stranded!
Left for Dead!
The Maurice Vachon Story
The Unforgettable Story of Hockey’s Forgotten
60-Goal Man
The Many Triumphs (and Even More Defeats) Of A
Guy Who's Seen
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Amy Racina's Story of Survival
A Collection of the Greatest Eagles Hockey Stories
Ever Told

More hockey history for every day of the year! Celebrate
hockey history with Hockey 365, The Second Period and
be reminded of why you love hockey every day of the
year. Whether you are a long-suffering Leafs fan or you
cheer for a team that has actually won a Stanley Cup in
the last half-century, this compendium will give you a
hockey-history fix no matter your allegiance. From the
National Hockey League’s humble beginnings to the
empty seats of the 2020 Stanley Cup Playoffs, Mike
Commito has gone back into the vault to bring you even
more hockey history. So, get ready, the second period is
about to begin.
Terry Ryan was poised to take the hockey world by storm
when he was selected eighth overall by the Montreal
Canadiens in the 1995 NHL draft, their highest draft pick
in a decade. Expected to go on to become a hockey star,
Ryan played a total of eight NHL games for the
Canadiens, scoring no goals and no assists: not exactly the
career he, or anyone else, was expecting. Though Terry's
NHL career wasn't long, he experienced a lot and has no
shortage of hilarious and fascinating revelations about life
in pro hockey on and off the ice. In Tales of a First-Round
Nothing, he recounts fighting with Tie Domi, partying
with rock stars, and everything in between. Ryan tells it
like it is, detailing his rocky relationship with Michel
Therrien, head coach of the Canadiens, and explaining
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what life is like for a man who was unprepared to have his
career over so soon.
Describes the rescue of Lincoln Hall after he was stranded
overnight near the top of Mount Everest.
An enchanting story, masterfully told, The House in the
Cerulean Sea by TJ Klune is about the profound
experience of discovering an unlikely family in an
unexpected place – and realizing that family could be
yours. ‘I loved it. It is like being wrapped up in a big gay
blanket. Simply perfect’ – V. E. Schwab, author of The
Invisible Life of Addie LaRue He expected nothing. But
they gave him everything . . . Linus Baker leads a quiet
life. At forty, he has a tiny house with a devious cat and
his beloved records for company. And at the Department
in Charge of Magical Youth, he’s spent many dull years
monitoring their orphanages. Then one day, Linus is
summoned by Extremely Upper Management and given a
highly classified assignment. He must travel to an
orphanage where six dangerous children reside, including
the Antichrist. There, Linus must somehow determine if
they could bring on the end of days. But their guardian,
charming and enigmatic Arthur Parnassus, will do
anything to protect his wards. As Arthur and Linus grow
ever closer, Linus must choose between duty and his
dreams. The House in the Cerulean Sea by TJ Klune is
an uplifting, heart-warming fantasy tale that’s become a
New York Times, USA Today and Washington Post
bestseller. ‘Likely to cause heart-swelling’ –
Washington Post ‘A modern fairy tale . . . It’s a
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beautiful book’ – Charlaine Harris, number one New
York Times bestselling author ‘Touching, tender and
truly delightful’ – Gail Carriger, author of Soulless
The Fastest Game in the World
Journeyman
One to Remember
Weird Encounters
Dennis Maruk
Hockey 365, The Second Period
Daily Stories from the Ice
The first authorized biography of Art Ross, Hockey
Hall of Famer, NHL founding father, and long-time
member of the Boston Bruins. Though he last played
the game nearly one hundred years ago, Art Ross
remains connected with the greatest stars in hockey.
Gordie Howe, Bobby Orr, Wayne Gretzky, and Sidney
Crosby have all won the award that bears his name,
the trophy given annually to the NHL’s top scorer.
Ross himself managed just one goal during his NHL
career; however, in the dozen years leading up to the
formation of the NHL in 1917, he was one of the
biggest stars in the game. After his playing career
ended, Ross became one of the founding fathers of
the Boston Bruins, holding the positions of coach,
general manager, and vice president. He was one of
the men most responsible for making the NHL a
success in the United States, and was integral to the
modernization of hockey. All these accomplishments
led to him being one of the first players inducted into
the Hockey Hall of Fame. Hockey historian Eric Zweig
brings to life the early days of hockey. From the
mining towns of Northern Ontario to the hallowed
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halls of Boston Garden, Art Ross was one of the
biggest names in hockey over his six decades in the
game.
"True tales! From 59 of your favourite
players"--Cover.
P.K. Subban has always stood out in the world of
hockey. Whether it's his flashy personal style, his
incredible charity work, or the fact that he's a black
player in a mostly white sport, Subban turns heads
wherever he goes. This exciting book gives readers an
in-depth look into everything that makes Subban a
star, from his childhood in Canada to the trade that
sent shockwaves through the hockey world. Every
sports franchise has its face-the star of the show, the
player fans can't take their eyes off of, the one whose
talent determines the fate of the entire operation. The
Franchise series explores these athletes' stories,
taking readers into the players' lives on and off the
field of play. Learn about your favorite athletes' early
days, the challenges they've overcome to reach the
top, and the qualities that make them truly
incomparable.
Collecting the Top 100 O-Pee-Chee Hockey Cards.
More than 350 black and white photos including
pictures of card fronts and card backs from six
decades. The top 100 hockey cards were selected
from four eras: O-Pee-Chee's earliest years (from
1933 to 1941); the Original Six era (1942 to 1967);
the Expansion Era (1968 to 1979); and the Gretzky
Years (1980 to 1989).
59 More True Tales from Your Favourite Players
The Hockey Legend Who Built the Bruins
True Tales of Haunted Places
One Night Only
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Kid Athletes
Hockey Card Stories 2
Devil's Night

In the days of Roch’s childhood,
winters in the village of Ste. Justine
were long. Life centered around school,
church, and the hockey rink, and every
boy’s hero was Montreal Canadiens
hockey legend Maurice Richard. Everyone
wore Richard’s number 9. They laced
their skates like Richard. They even
wore their hair like Richard. When Roch
outgrows his cherished Canadiens
sweater, his mother writes away for a
new one. Much to Roch’s horror, he is
sent the blue and white sweater of the
rival Toronto Maple Leafs, dreaded and
hated foes to his beloved team. How can
Roch face the other kids at the rink?
With five Division I national
championships to its credit—most
recently in 2012—the men’s hockey
program at Boston College is a force to
be reckoned with year after year. Tales
from the Boston College Hockey Locker
Room details the long and highly
successful history of ice hockey at
Boston College, from the informal “ice
polo” competition held among students
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at BC’s original campus in the South
End of Boston in the 1890s, to the
establishment of a formal varsity ice
hockey program shortly after the school
relocated to its present-day home in
Chestnut Hill a century ago, and on to
the emergence of Boston College hockey
as one of the most successful programs
in all of collegiate sports. This book
blends research; interviews with
coaches, players, and fans of Eagles
hockey; and scores of anecdotes about
the high points—and a few slips that
occurred along the way—in the building
of Boston College’s fabled hockey
tradition. Many of the legends are
covered in this book, including coach
John “Snooks” Kelley, Len Ceglarski,
Jerry York, the Morrissey brothers,
James “Sonny” Foley, Bill Hogan, Jr.,
Ed “Butch” Songin, the tandem of Tom
“Red” Martin and Billy Daley, and Tim
Sheehy. Modern-day Eagles greats also
have a prominent place, from Joe
Mullen, to Brian Leetch, David Emma,
Brian Gionta, and more. Fans of Boston
College hockey, as well as college
sports aficionados everywhere, will
find this book to be an entertaining
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and fact-filled volume of tales and
accomplishments of one of the nation’s
premier intercollegiate sports
programs. Skyhorse Publishing, as well
as our Sports Publishing imprint, are
proud to publish a broad range of books
for readers interested in sports—books
about baseball, pro football, college
football, pro and college basketball,
hockey, or soccer, we have a book about
your sport or your team. Whether you
are a New York Yankees fan or hail from
Red Sox nation; whether you are a diehard Green Bay Packers or Dallas
Cowboys fan; whether you root for the
Kentucky Wildcats, Louisville
Cardinals, UCLA Bruins, or Kansas
Jayhawks; whether you route for the
Boston Bruins, Toronto Maple Leafs,
Montreal Canadiens, or Los Angeles
Kings; we have a book for you. While
not every title we publish becomes a
New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are committed to
publishing books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked by other
publishers and to authors whose work
might not otherwise find a home.
“Charming. . . . A moving testament to
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the diversity and depths of love.”
—Publishers Weekly You’ll laugh, you’ll
cry, you’ll be swept away—in less time
than it takes to read this paragraph.
Here are 175 true stories—honest,
funny, tender and wise—each as moving
as a lyric poem, all told in no more
than one hundred words. An electrician
lights up a woman’s life, a sister
longs for her homeless brother,
strangers dream of what might have
been. Love lost, found and reclaimed.
Love that’s romantic, familial,
platonic and unexpected. Most of all,
these stories celebrate love as it
exists in real life: a silly remark
that leads to a lifetime together, a
father who struggles to remember his
son, ordinary moments that burn bright.
"Hockey Card Stories" reveals what was
really going on in your favourite old
hockey cards through the eyes of the
players depicted on them. Some of the
cards are definitely worth a few bucks,
some a few cents -- but every story
told here is priceless. Sportsnet's Ken
Reid presents the cards you loved and
the airbrushed monstrosities that made
you howl, the cards that have been
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packed away in boxes forever, and
others you can't believe ever existed.
Whether it's a case of mistaken
identity or simply a great old photo, a
fantastic 1970s haircut and 'stache, a
wicked awesome goalie mask or a future
Hall of Famer's off-season fashion
sense, a wide variety of players -from superstars like Bobby Orr, Denis
Potvin, and Phil Esposito to the likes
of Bill Armstrong who played only one
game in the NHL -- chime in on one of
their most famous cards.
Carnton Plantation Ghost Stories
Hockey's Greatest Untold Stories
P.K. Subban
True Tales of Love in 100 Words or Less
The Adventures of the Mountain Men
Orr
Mad Dog
In his hilarious, gritty, and touching debut, Bill
Keenan—a hockey star once on the fast-track to the
NHL—tells of how he overcame multiple obstacles to find
fulfillment and redemption in the strange world of
European minor-league professional hockey. Keenan’s
hockey obsession begins as a five-year-old on Lasker
Rink in New York’s Central Park—“love at first stride,” as
he calls it. He then becomes the youngest, and skinniest,
player on the New York Bobcats, a Junior B hockey team.
Later, after his hockey career at Harvard doesn’t end as
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planned—with a fat NHL contract—Keenan decides to
play in the minor leagues in Europe, where the glamour
of professional sports is decidedly lacking. Part fish-outof-water travelogue, part coming-of-age memoir, Odd
Man Rush will capture the interest of not just hockey
fans, but also fans of good writing. Throughout,
Keenan’s deep affection for the game shines through,
even as he describes fans who steal players’ clothes
from the locker room or toss empty beer cans onto the
rink after games. Abusive fans, cold showers, long bus
rides—nothing diminishes his love for the sport.
“Because that’s the way it works with me and hockey.
Even when it’s horrible, it’s wonderful.” Skyhorse
Publishing, as well as our Sports Publishing imprint, are
proud to publish a broad range of books for readers
interested in sports—books about baseball, pro football,
college football, pro and college basketball, hockey, or
soccer, we have a book about your sport or your team.
Whether you are a New York Yankees fan or hail from
Red Sox nation; whether you are a die-hard Green Bay
Packers or Dallas Cowboys fan; whether you root for the
Kentucky Wildcats, Louisville Cardinals, UCLA Bruins, or
Kansas Jayhawks; whether you route for the Boston
Bruins, Toronto Maple Leafs, Montreal Canadiens, or Los
Angeles Kings; we have a book for you. While not every
title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or
a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing
books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by
other publishers and to authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.
The highest-rated reality show ever to hit History
Television, Ice Road Truckers follows the heart-pounding
adventures of the tough-as-nails truckers who risk peril
every day to deliver goods and supplies in Alaska and
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across Canada's frozen north. Alex Debogorski shares
tales of his adventures, and misadventures, in the north,
and explains, in his own entertaining voice, how he got to
where he is today—a working-class hero, bona fide
celebrity, and the improbable star of a smash-hit
television show. Debogorski is a natural storyteller who
knows how to spin tales about his colourful life growing
up in the backwoods. Whether he's recounting tales
about his hair-raising confrontations with bears,
calculating the strength of newly formed ice, divulging
the secrets of providing security in a barroom full of
combative, drunken miners, or saving the life of another
trucker, he keeps readers wanting more. King of the
Road gives fans of Ice Road Truckers a deep look inside
the life and times of the show's biggest rising star.
With its 100-year history of infant mortality, violence,
murder, war, surgical amputations, political intrigue,
thousands of ghastly deaths, and a long streak of truly
bad luck, it's little wonder that Carnton Plantation is
haunted, or that thousands travel each year to visit its
hallowed grounds in the hopes of spotting a ghost
themselves. What is perhaps more surprising is that no
one has thought to chronicle the accounts of Carnton's
many ghost stories, and put them in a book for readers of
all ages. Lochlainn Seabrook, a former Carnton tour
guide and the author of dozens of popular Civil War
books, has rectified this situation by providing us with
the first nonfiction book ever written about the goblins of
Tennessee's most haunted Civil War house. Carnton
Plantation Ghost Stories is loaded with both fun and
serious facts touching on numerous topics, from the
Civil War, plantation life, and Victorian culture, to 19thCentury medicine, genealogy, and slavery. And all is
written from the South's point of view, a refreshing
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perspective that enriches an already fascinating subject:
a Southern plantation full of Civil War ghosts! Included is
a complete list of the dead Rebel soldiers buried at the
McGavock Confederate Cemetery, over 100 photos and
illustrations of paranormal energies, Carnton Mansion,
and the grounds, maps of the property, a wonderful and
useful "Ghostly Glossary," a history of both Carnton and
the Battle of Franklin II, and factual discussions on
Lincoln's War. Additionally, Seabrook, who is related to
the founders and owners of Carnton, has thoughtfully
included a family tree for the plantation clan. Entertaining
yet educational, diverting yet gripping, this is a book that
everyone from ghost-hunters to Civil War buffs will want
on their shelf. The foreword is by Austin Cook, team
leader of SyFy Channel s hit TV series Killer Contact.
Available in paperback and hardcover. Civil War scholar
Lochlainn Seabrook, a descendant of the families of
Alexander H. Stephens and John S. Mosby, is the most
prolific and popular pro-South writer in the world today.
Known as the "new Shelby Foote," he is a recipient of the
prestigious Jefferson Davis Historical Gold Medal and
the author of over 45 books that have introduced
hundreds of thousands to the truth about the War for
Southern Independence. A seventh-generation
Kentuckian of Appalachian heritage and the sixth greatgrandson of the Earl of Oxford, Mr. Seabrook has a fortyyear background in American and Southern history, and
is the author of the runaway bestseller "Everything You
Were Taught About the Civil War is Wrong, Ask a
Southerner!" His other books include: The McGavocks of
Carnton Plantation: A Southern History; Encyclopedia of
the Battle of Franklin; Everything You Were Taught About
American Slavery is Wrong, Ask a Southerner!; Give This
Book to a Yankee! A Southern Guide to the Civil War For
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Northerners; Confederacy 101: Amazing Facts You Never
Knew About America s Oldest Political Tradition; and
Confederate Flag Facts: What Every American Should
Know About Dixie s Southern Cross. "
Presents over seventy-five supernatural stories of
hauntings from across the United States, including an
Illinois inn haunted by its dead owner, and a bridge in
Mississippi haunted by a serial killer and his victims.
Bad Blood
The O-Pee-Chee Hockey Card Story
Tales of a First-Round Nothing
Hockey and the Globalization of Sports
Stories from 39 Members of the NHL’s One Goal Club
Lincoln Hall's Story of Survival
Tales from the Boston College Hockey Locker Room

Every young hockey player dreams of one day
playing in the NHL, of skating on a line with his hero
and drinking champagne in the dressing room after
winning the Stanley Cup. But kids should watch
what they wish for. They may make it to the pros, like
Sean Pronger, only to end up playing for sixteen
teams over eleven seasons. They may end up on a
team with a guy like the Great One, but skate on his
line only in practice when the bona fide first-line
centre has the flu. And they may end up drinking
champagne only because their little brother wins the
Stanley Cup. Anyone who's gotten to the NHL the
hard way has a story to tell. No one knows the game
better than the guys on the fourth line who fight for
their jobs every night. They know all too well what
it's like to watch from the press box or, worse, to be
sent to the minors or traded. Sean Pronger has seen
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it all. He's played for legendary coaches like Pat
Burns and gone head-to-head with guys such as
Doug Gilmour and Steve Yzerman in the faceoff
circle. He was on the ice for perhaps the most
notorious violent attack in recent hockey history.
While playing in the minors in Winnipeg, he guzzled
beer in an ice-fishing hut with grizzled veterans like
John MacLean, and while playing in Europe, he
caused international incidents with guys such as
Doug Weight. Full of hilarious stories and selfdeprecating jokes, Journeyman is a story not only
about achieving a dream, but about realizing you've
achieved it.
From feared NHL sniper to ship captain and bellhop
— with hockey’s greatest ’stache Only 20 men in
NHL history have scored 60 or more goals in a single
season: Gretzky, Lemieux, and Hull all hit the
magical mark. And so did an undersized, take-noprisoners centre named Dennis Maruk. When Maruk
found the back of the net 60 times in 1981–82, he
was the toast of Washington — he even dined with
the president. A few short years later, he was out of
the game. Maruk not only left the rink, his life did a
complete 180. Instead of flying up the ice and in on
goal, he was behind the wheel of a service ship in
the Gulf of Mexico. Instead of setting up teammates,
he was setting up furniture for Goldie Hawn. He was
never sent down to the farm as a rookie, but after the
game he was a farmhand for John Oates. And
instead of fighting in the corners, Dennis Maruk
found himself fighting for his life. p.p1 {margin:
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A follow-up to the 2014 national bestseller Hockey
Card Stories, Ken Reid’s new offering presents 59
more stories about your favorite hockey cards from
the players themselves. Hockey Card Stories 2 will
take you all the way back to the 1960s and right up to
the Hockey Card Boom of the 1990s. How did Eric
Lindros handle being at the center of the 1990s
rookie-card craze? Ever wonder why one tough
guy’s Upper Deck card looks more like a High
School yearbook picture than a sports card? Of
course, once again, there are glorious mullets,
errors, and broken noses. There’s even the story of
how a rhinoceros and a Hall of Famer ended up on a
card together. And as a special bonus, Ken Reid
reveals the story behind the chase for his greatest
hockey card.
A New York Times Notable Book On Devil’s Night,
the night before Halloween, some citizens of Detroit
try to burn down their neighborhoods for an
international audience of fire buffs. This gripping
and often heartbreaking tour of the “Murder Capital
of America” often seems lit by those same fires. But
as a native Detroiter, Ze’ev Chafets also shows us
the city beneath the crime statistics—its ecstatic
storefront churches; its fearful and embittered white
suburbs; its cops and criminals; and the new breed
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of black officials who are determined to keep Detroit
running in the midst of appalling dangers and
indifference.
Making His Mark on the Hockey World
The Hockey Sweater
True Tales of Crime, Murder, Deceit & Obsession
Hockey Card Stories
Odd Man Rush
Art Ross
The House in the Cerulean Sea
A hockey romance love story challenging the
creation of love itself. Is love something
manifested through experience, wants, needs,
desire and luck? Or is love just "there?"
Perhaps the seed of love is planted by the
spiritual energies of the universe after
which fateful life experience dictates. True
love manifested dependent on circumstance.
Uncontrollable, creating anxiety with the
thought. Cathy Wilson delivers again with a
spectacular story in fiction hockey romance.
A tale of two lives so inertly different
interconnecting through a passion for hockey.
Marcus, a young man you normally wouldn't
notice. Rather plain looking, not many
friends, more like acquaintances, definitely
a different breed. A people pleaser you could
say. Used often by acquaintances and
discarded afterwards. Marcus grounds himself
playing hockey, the only time he can shut his
"thoughts" off. Falls head over heels for a
wonderful woman at a vulnerable time in her
life. Trista, a single young mother of three
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struggling to make ends meet. Desperate to
give her kids the world but unable to accept
the support she needs to do so. Strong
willed, determined, trusting, forgiving, with
a carefree spirit and unguarded heart. They
meet . . . Her gut says no. Her head says
yes. A decision that will change her life
forever. Deep dark secrets uncovered, wrongs
trying to be made right. Should Trista follow
her inert instincts, vulnerable head or
confused head? Hockey romance at it's best!
"Describes how hiker Amy Racina survived a
fall in the Sierra Nevada
mountains"--Provided by publisher.
From the national bestselling author of One
Night Only come 39 new stories about what a
big-league goal can mean to an NHLer
Including interviews with Billy Smith, Chris
Mason, Damian Rhodes, Christian Thomas, and
Slap Shot’s Dave Hanson. This follow-up to
Reid’s national bestseller One Night Only:
Conversations with the NHL’s One-Game Wonders
unearths the blood, sweat, tears, and laughs
of the journey to and from a single bigleague goal. If you’ve ever picked up a
hockey stick, chances are you’ve dreamed of
scoring in the National Hockey League. Ken
Reid interviews and profiles 39 men who did
just that: they bulged the twine in the best
hockey league in the world … but only once.
From minor league call-ups to season-long
mainstays and even a Hall of Famer, One to
Remember answers all the questions … What did
that one tally mean? Was it enough to satisfy
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a lifelong ambition, or was it just the
smallest taste of success? Is the achievement
still cherished years later? Or is it
bittersweet, a distant reminder of what could
have been?
A brilliant anthology of modern true-crime
writing that illustrates the appeal of this
powerful and popular genre, edited and
curated by Sarah Weinman, the award-winning
author of The Real Lolita The appeal of truecrime stories has never been higher. With
podcasts like My Favorite Murder and In the
Dark, bestsellers like I’ll Be Gone in the
Dark and Furious Hours, and TV hits like
American Crime Story and Wild Wild Country,
the cultural appetite for stories of real
people doing terrible things is insatiable.
Acclaimed author ofThe Real Lolitaand editor
of Women Crime Writers: Eight Suspense Novels
of the 1940s & 50s (Library of America) and
Troubled Daughters, Twisted Wives (Penguin),
Sarah Weinman brings together an exemplary
collection of recent true crime tales. She
culls together some of the most refreshing
and exciting contemporary journalists and
chroniclers of crime working today. Michelle
Dean’s “Dee Dee Wanted Her Daughter To Be
Sick” went viral when it first published and
is the basis for the TV showThe Act and
Pamela Colloff’s “The Reckoning,” is the gold
standard for forensic journalism. There are
13 pieces in all and as a collection, they
showcase writing about true crime across the
broadest possible spectrum, while also
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reflecting what makes crime stories so
transfixing and irresistible to the modern
reader.
Hockey 365
Hockey Towns
Tiny Love Stories
Untold Stories from the Heart of Canada
And Other True Tales of Detroit
A Harvard Kid?s Hockey Odyssey from Central
Park to Somewhere in Sweden?with Stops along
the Way
Collecting the Top 100 O-Pee-Chee Hockey
Cards

Hockey historian Mike Commito brings a new
piece of hockey history for every day of the
year.
Will the real Terry Ryan please stand up?
Guess who's back? Back again . . . Following
the release of his wildly successful bestselling
first memoir, Tales of a First-Round Nothing,
Terry Ryan returns with more stories of
hockey, home, and hilarity. TR is from Mount
Pearl, Newfoundland, and was selected eighth
overall by the Montreal Canadiens in the 1995
National Hockey League draft. Though he was
expected to become a hockey star, Ryan
played parts of three seasons for the Habs,
and the bulk of his hockey journey was spent
in the minor leagues. TR's NHL career wasn't
long, but he has experienced a lot and has no
shortage of interesting
and funny revelations
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about life in pro hockey on and off the ice. In
Fights, Film, and Folkore, TR analyzes the
physical side of the game, brings us up to
speed on what he's doing these days, and of
course tells more stories about his
unpredictable but entertaining life. He
recounts fighting with the likes of Tie Domi,
Darren Langdon, and Trevor Gillies, partying
with stars like Gord Downie, Wesley Snipes,
and Dennis Rodman, working on film sets with
Ethan Hawke and Aquaman himself, Jason
Momoa, and everything in between.
Get to know the men who fulfilled their
childhood dream From the beer league to the
minor league, hockey players from coast to
coast often say theyÍd give anything to play
just one game in the NHL. One Night Only
brings you the stories of 39 men who lived the
dream „ only to see it fade away almost as
quickly as it arrived. Ken Reid talks to players
who had one game, and one game only, in the
National Hockey League „ including the most
famous single-gamer of them all: the coach
himself, Don Cherry. Was it a dream come
true or was it heartbreak? What did they learn
from their hockey journey and how does it
define them today? From the satisfied to the
bitter, Ken Reid unearths the stories from
hockeyÍs equivalent to one-hit wonders in the
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follow-up to his bestselling Hockey Card
Stories.
The “mountain men” were the hunters and
trappers who fiercely strode the Rocky
Mountains in the early to mid-1800s. They
braved the elements in search of the skins of
beavers and other wild animals, to sell or
barter for goods. The lifestyle of the mountain
men could be harsh, existing as they did
among animals, and spending most of their
days and nights living and camping out in the
great unexplored wilds of the Rockies. Life
outdoors presented many threats, not least
among them Native Americans, who were
hostile to the mountain men encroaching on
the area for their own purposes. For a certain
kind of pioneer, this risk and more were
outweighed by the benefits of living free,
without the restrictions and boundaries of
“civilized” settlements. In The Adventures of
the Mountain Men, editor Stephen Brennan
has compiled many of the best stories about
the mountain men—the most daring exploits,
the death-defying chances taken to hunt big
game, the clashes with the arrows of Native
Americans, and also the moments when the
men were struck by the incomparable beauty
of the unsullied, majestic Rocky Mountains.
More Daily Stories from the Ice
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True Tales from Your Favorite Players
Beauties
The World Book Encyclopedia
True Tales From A Legendary Ice Road
Trucker
Secrets and Lies in a Silicon Valley Startup
My Story
Every Canadian town has a hockey story, and Ron
MacLean has a hockey story for every town. A new
book by the co-author of the national bestseller
Cornered. When you first meet Ron MacLean, he
asks where you re from, and he always comes
back with a story. No one has crossed this country
more than MacLean. In his 28 years on Hockey
Night in Canada and now as host of Rogers
Hometown Hockey, Ron has met fascinating people
from coast to coast and has great stories to tell.
Now, in this new book, MacLean is back, with brand
new tales from across the country. These are stories
you ve never heard before. From London to
Castlegar, Yellowknife to Cole Harbour, Medicine
Hat to Trois Rivieres, from Bantam to Junior B to the
NHL, our country is full of great characters: Players,
coaches, hockey moms and hockey dads; rivalries,
practical jokes, careers that grew out of nothing and
"can t lose" prospects who flamed out too soon;
spectacular triumphs, heart-breaking tragedies and
tales of friendship, betrayal, love and loyalty̶all
compelling, entertaining and inspiring. Once again
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working with Kirstie McLellan Day, co-author of the
blockbuster bestsellers Playing With Fire, Tough
Guy and Cornered, this is MacLean at his finest.
One of the greatest sports figures of all time at last
breaks his silence in a memoir as unique as the man
himself. Number 4. It is just about the most common
number in hockey, but invoke that number and you
can only be talking about one player -- the man
often referred to as the greatest ever to play the
game: Bobby Orr. From 1966 through the mid-70s
he could change a game just by stepping on the ice.
Orr could do things that others simply couldn t,
and while teammates and opponents alike
scrambled to keep up, at times they could do little
more than stop and watch. Many of his records still
stand today and he remains the gold standard by
which all other players are judged. Mention his
name to any hockey fan ‒ or to anyone in New
England ‒ and a look of awe will appear.
The story of Parkies hockey cards, produced from
1951-52 to 1963-64.
The true story of one of pro wrestlingÕs most
charismatic, feared, and beloved icons Who was
Maurice the man, and who was Mad Dog the
character? Maurice ÒMad DogÓ Vachon was a gold
medalist, a pro-wrestling legend, and a pop culture
icon Ñ but he was also a son, husband, and father.
Mad Dog explores VachonÕs career and personal
struggles with painstakingly detailed historical
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research and through both MauriceÕs own
recollections and those of the people who knew him
best. As a young man, Maurice could have chosen a
dark criminal path, but then wrestling and family
changed him. Chronicling his slow but steady rise to
prominence across America and internationally in
some of pro wrestlingÕs most important territories,
this in-depth biography shows how VachonÕs life
came to be defined by the words of Mark Twain:
ÒItÕs not the size of the dog in the fight, itÕs the
size of the fight in the dog.Ó Fiercely proud,
motivated, and supremely talented, VachonÕs story
is also the amazing tale of how a lifelong makebelieve heel became a real-life hero outside of the
ring. With a foreword by his brother, Paul Vachon,
and an afterword by his widow, Kathie Vachon.
True Tales of the Unexplained from Tennessee's
Most Haunted Civil War House!
Fights, Film, and Folklore
Break-Away
True Tales from Your Favourite Players
Shorthanded: The Untold Story of the Seals
My Life as an NHL Footnote
King of The Road
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • The gripping story of
Elizabeth Holmes and Theranos̶one of the biggest
corporate frauds in history̶a tale of ambition and
hubris set amid the bold promises of Silicon Valley,
rigorously reported by the prize-winning journalist.
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With a new Afterword. Chilling ... Reads like a thriller
... Carreyrou tells [the Theranos story] virtually to
perfection. ̶The New York Times Book Review In
2014, Theranos founder and CEO Elizabeth Holmes was
widely seen as the next Steve Jobs: a brilliant Stanford
dropout whose startup unicorn promised to
revolutionize the medical industry with its
breakthrough device, which performed the whole
range of laboratory tests from a single drop of blood.
Backed by investors such as Larry Ellison and Tim
Draper, Theranos sold shares in a fundraising round
that valued the company at more than $9 billion,
putting Holmes s worth at an estimated $4.5 billion.
There was just one problem: The technology didn t
work. Erroneous results put patients in danger, leading
to misdiagnoses and unnecessary treatments. All the
while, Holmes and her partner, Sunny Balwani, worked
to silence anyone who voiced misgivings̶from
journalists to their own employees.
Hilarious childhood biographies and full-color
illustrations show how Tiger Woods, Gabby Douglas,
Bruce Lee, Billie Jean King, and other budding sports
champions faced kid-sized challenges growing up.
Forget the gold medals, the championships, and the
undefeated seasons. When all-star athletes were
growing up, they had regular-kid problems just like
you. Baseball legend Babe Ruth was such a
troublemaker, his family sent him to reform school.
Race car champion Danica Patrick fended off bullies
who told her girls can t drive. And football
superstar Peyton Manning was forced to dance the
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tango in his school play. Kid Athletes tells all of their
stories and more with full-color cartoon illustrations on
every page. Other subjects include Billie Jean King,
Jackie Robinson, Yao Ming, Gabby Douglas, Tiger
Woods, Julie Krone, Bruce Lee, Muhammad Ali, Bobby
Orr, Lionel Messi, and more!
Fifty-seven incredible stories from hockey s biggest
names, greatest characters and unsung heroes Essential
reading for every fan, Beauties is a collection of the best
stories that players tell each other. Grab a seat with
TSN s James Duthie as hockey s finest relive highs,
lows and hilarious moments on and off the ice from
superstars, journeymen, coaches, referees,
broadcasters, agents, and hockey moms and dads. In
Beauties, you ll find out: · How Sidney Crosby s
most unusual nickname came to be · How Steve
Stamkos s dad accidentally stole Steve Yzerman s
car · How Paul Biznasty Bissonette almost had the
Arizona Coyotes kicked out of a Winnipeg hotel on
game day · How Wayne Gretzky s greatest one-liner
may have turned around the Stanley Cup Final in 1985
· About the night that Hayley Wickenheiser went blind
· Why the St. Louis Blues credit Laila Anderson, a brave
young girl, for their Stanley Cup win · What Bobby Orr
said the first time he saw Connor McDavid play at a rink
in Toronto And more!
True Tales of Childhood from Sports Legends
The Parkies Hockey Card Story (b&w)
True Tales of Hunting, Trapping, Fighting, and Survival
Conversations with the NHL's One-Game Wonders
Unspeakable Acts
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